
impurity activities in the eluate from fission
product technetium generators have been stud
ied by taking pulse-height spectra with a Ge(Li)
spectrometer. The impurities â€œMo, @i,@ and
issi have been found in the eluate with activities
in the microcurie and submicrocurie range. The
measured contaminant activities per millicurie

of O9mTc were variable but within safe limits
except in a special circumstance when the iSli
activity was excessively large.

The subjectof impuritiesin ftnmTceluateusedfor
nuclear medicine procedures has been discussed in
several articles in the last few years (1â€”4). Since the
United States Atomic Energy Commission has lim
ited the level of the contaminant activity that can
be administered to patients by holders of by-product
licenses, users are required to perform radionuclide
impurity checks on a routine basis, particularly for
99Mo. In recent years the demand for Â°Â°Moâ€”@Tc
generators yielding high concentrations of ODmTchas
resulted in the manufacture of generatorsusing
fission-produced Â°9Mo.The contaminants in eluate
from these generators differ from the contaminants
observed in the generators made from neutron
irradiated molybdenum, since the yield of radioiso
topes from any nuclear reaction is specific to the
reaction type and target involved.

In a previous paper (5) the results of some
measurements made with a NaI(Tl) detector system
and a multichannel pulse-height analyzer were re
ported. Some of the difficultieswhich occur when a
scintillation detector is used to monitor eluate from a
fission-product generator were discussed. In par
ticular, because of the relatively poor resolution of
the system and because the contaminant radioiso
topes have complex decay schemes,overlapping
spectrum peaks from different radioisotopes are
likely to appear on NaI(Tl) spectra. Recognizing
these difficulties Briner and Harris (6) have sug

gested some techniques using scintillation detectors,
which facilitate identification of 99Mo or 1321activi
ties when one is dominant. When both impurities

are present in substantial quantities, a stripping
technique using spectra from a multichannel analyzer
was shown (6) which is applicable for quantitative
determinations. The disadvantage in this technique
is that considerable time must elapse for decay of

the 2.3-hr 1321before the procedure can be com
pleted.

In the following communication we describe meas
urements made with a high-resolution Ge(Li) spec
trometer that are quick and precise. In addition
the technique used is appropriate for detection of
any radioactive impurity which emits gamma rays.

EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES

Daily monitoringfor contaminantactivitiesin the
eluate from fission generators purchased from a sin
gle supplier was carried out for a period in excess
of 6 months with a NaI(Tl) detection system with
lead absorber and 256-channel pulse-height analyzer.
A pulse-height spectrum was obtained routinely after
each elution. If the spectrum showed a single impurity
photopeak at 740â€”780 keV, the 99Mo activity was
computed by the method discussed in Ref. 5. If
severallargephotopeakswere apparentor unusually
broad and asymmetric peaks were seen, or if the
photopeak energy was seemingly shifted, generator
eluate was subsequently studied with a Ge(Li ) spec
trometer.

A brief description of the spectrometer is given
below. For a complete discussion of Ge(Li) detector
systems and operations see Refs. 7 and 8. In our
system a 30-cm3 lithium-drifted germanium detector,
Ge(Li ) , with about 3-keV resolution ( at I 333 keV)
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FIG. 1. Aneluatepulse-heightspec
trum with â€œIgamma-ray peaks is shown.
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was used with a 1024-channel pulse-height analyzer.
Since the eluate contained large amounts of @9mTc,
a 4-mm-thick piece of lead was used between the
detector and the eluate bottle as a filter for the
140-keV gamma rays. To specify gamma-ray ener
gies and make quantitative evaluations, the system
had to be calibrated for energy and for absolute
efficiency. These measurements were made with a
mixed radionuclide standard calibrated for emission
rates by the National Bureau of Standards. The so
lution contained 1Â°â€œCd(88 keV), 5TCo ( I 22 keV),
109Ce ( I 66 keV ) , 2o:3Hg(279 keV ) ,@ laSn_hlamIn
(392 keV), 85Sr(514 keV), 137Cs(662 keV), 88Y
(898, 1836 keV)* and 60Co (1173, 1333 keV).
Since the emission standard was in a glass bottle filled
with about 50 ml of solution, all eluate samples were
diluted to the same volume and counted in similar
bottles.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The principal contaminant activities found in the
eluate were Â°â€˜Mo,131@ 1321, and l3:(Jâ€¢Traces of â€œ@1Ru

and possibly 1Â°5Rhhave also been identified. Fig
ures 1 through 3 show pulse-height spectra obtained
with the Ge(Li ) spectrometer and allow identification
of the principal radioactive impurities. Notice that
the data are plotted on square-root graph paper
(9,10). This type of plot allows a large range of

peak counts and guarantees that the scatter of points
due to Poisson fluctuations is independent of the
position of the points on the plot. Since the spectra
were taken through a lead filter, the I 40-keV @â€˜Tc
peak is greatly suppressed. Lead x-rays and the back
scatter peak for the I 40-keV â€˜@â€˜Tcgamma rays
dominate at energies below I 00 keV so this region
is not shown. Data for the figures were taken several
hours after elution and the impurity activities which
were identified ranged from 0. 1 to I0@

C Because @Ydecays by p@ emission the 51 I-keV gamma
ray will be present in the standard spectrum. This means that
the 514-keV â€œSrpeak is not suitable for precise detector
efficiency measurements.

Notice that â€˜:si@ has been identified by several of
the characteristic gamma rays, not merely by a peak
at 365 keV. Sinceâ€œ9Modecayswith emissionof a
366-keV gamma ray with about I % probability
(11), sampleswithhight111Moactivitycouldcause
erroneous identification of@@ I.

A brief discussion of the production of iodine in
fission generators is in order. Iodine-I 32 has a rela
tively short half-life (2.3 hr) and therefore is present
in the eluate as the â€˜32Tedaughter. The â€˜32Teparent
has a 78-hr half-life so the equilibrium 132! activity
must decrease in time with this half life. Neverthe
less, the ratio of 1321activity to OGmTcactivity in the
column increases with the passage of time since 132Te
has a longer half-life than 9@Mo, the onmTc parent.
Thus 1321contamination presents more of a problem
near the end of the useful lifetime of a generator
than at the beginning.

Iodine-I 31 and â€˜@@Iare produced copiously in
235U fission and because of their long half-lives would
be expected as impurities. In addition, some 1311 is
produced as the daughter of IaImTe (30 hr). Of
these two, the@ causes the most difficult contami
nation problem because of its very long half-life
when compared with Hi@Tcand even 911Mo.Thus the
1@I1@ activity per millicurie of t1t5mTc is likely to be

longest near the end of the useful lifetime of the gen
erator (assuming that only a small percentage of the
13q washes out of the column in any single elution).

In addition the ratio of â€˜@â€˜Iactivity to nnmTc activity
increases as the time between elution and adminis
tration to the patient increases.

AEC radiopharmaceutical criteria (1 2) specify
that the maximum allowed impurity levels pres
ent at the time of administration to the patient
are as follows : I @Ciof Â°Â°Mo/mCiof Â°9@'Tc,0.05

@ of â€˜@â€˜Iand â€˜Â°3Ru/mCiof @11â€•Tc,and 0. 1 @Ci/
mCi of 99@'Tcfor all other activities. Although our
work is in no way an exhaustive study of impurities
in the eluate from these generators, our experience
has been that impurity_to_ftomTc@activity ratios are
usually more than a factor of I 0 below these levels.
Occasionally the contaminant yield has been sub
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stantially larger than normal. The spectra and ac
tivity ratios given in Figs. 1 through 3 show some of
the largest contaminant yields. In one case for spe
cial circumstances the impurity/9omTc_activity ra
tio was found to exceed the specifications. This was
for â€˜@â€˜Iand the large activity ratio was measured
when the generator was eluted the second week after
delivery and when the eluate was assayedseveral
hours after the elution.

CONCLUSIONS

Although high-yield fission product generators are
especially useful in many clinical situations, the iodine
impurity is of some concern. Because of this we
recommendthat the eluatefrom suchgeneratorsbe
monitored with a high-resolution spectrometer. Un
fortunately, because this type of spectrometer is
expensive and not commonly available, such a pro.-
cedure may not be possiblein most user laboratories.
As suggested in previous work (5) , the problem
would be considerably alleviated if high-resolution
spectrum information were routinely furnished by
the supplier with each fission-product generator.
This would be convincing documentation of the pu
rity of the radioisotope yield. In any case 1311 con
taminationshouldbe evaluatedespeciallywhen the
fission-generator nnfhTc yield is small.
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